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DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN CALCULATING INVENTORY-CARRYING COSTS: A
SIMULATION STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT \ilAYS OF CALCULATING

THE AVERAGE CAPITAL TIED UPIN STORAGE

Christoph Siepermann]

Kelıuords costs of working capital, inyenlory-cqrrying costs, logislics conlrolling, logistics cosls, slock
yaluation

MOTIVATION

According to empirical sfudies arnong industrial and commercial enterprises of different sectors,
inventory-carrying costs (: costs ror capital tied up in storage) account for approimaİe|y 20Yo of a flrm's total
logistics costs Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.. For several logistical decision models (e.g. lot sizing,
service level determination etc.), they represent an important input parameter. In the context of Supply Chain
Management, üey play an important role in dividing the savings resulting from inventory reductions among
the supply chain partrıers. The exact determination of a period's inventory-carrying costs, nevertheless, causes
serious problems which result, on üe one haııd, from margins in fixing the rate of interest and, on the oüer
harıd, from different ways of calculating the average capital tied up in Storage Hata! Başvuru kaynağı
bulunamadı.. While the problems in fixing the "correct" rate of interest have already been explored in detail
Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., Hata! Başvuru kaynağı
bulunamadı., the impact of the different ways of calculating 1he average capital tied up in Storage on the

resulting inventory-carrying costs has not yet attracted much attention in litelatue. The paper therefore picks
up this aspect and tries to estimate, by mearıs of a simu]ation sfudy, the efient of differcnces befween the

various ways of determining the avelage value of inventory by computing üe average stock value according
to the different valuation methods in each simulation run and statistically analysing the differences between
the largest and the smallest value over al1 simulation runs.

THEORETICAL BASICS

A period's inventory-carDıing costs aıe calculated by multiplying the average capital tied up in storage
with a certain rate of interest which caı vary in practice between under 6olo and over 300/o. The reason for this
enorTnous span will not be discussed here Ha(a! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.. The average capital tied up
in storage is computed as the mean of üe stock value at the beginning and at the end ofthe period. Degrees of
freedom in the determination of the average capital tied up in storage result on the one hand from different
va]uation rates for opening and closing stock and on the oüer hand from different ways of averaging opening
aıd closing stock value.

r Christoph Sieperma.Dn, University of Kassel, Faculty of Business Management and Economics, Deparlment of Production aİd
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Abstracl - Inventory-cqrrying cosls represenl qn imporlqnl lype of loğstics casls, nol only wilh regard lo
their height, bul also with respect ıo their application in logistical decision models. The deıerminqtion of ıhese
cosls, nevertheless, causes serious problems ııhich result, on lhe one hand, from marğns in fxing lhe rale of
inıeresı and, on the other hand, jiom dffirenl ways ofcalculating the average capilal tied up in storage. This
paper picks up the latter aspect and lries to estimate, by means of a simulation study, lhe extenl of dffirences
between the various ways of deıermining the ayerqge value of inventory aS ıhq) can occur in practice. The

simulation study will show ıhat, compared to the valuation marğns which resulü from dffirenl rales of
inlerest, ıhe consequences of the dffirent woys of calculating the aıerage caPiıal ıied up in Sıorage for the

determination of inventory-carrying coSıS are of minor significance. Bul under certain circumsıances, ıhe
dffirent formulas for calculating lhe average ıalue of inventory can lead to quite different resulls and
lherefore are also responsible for degrees offreedom in determining inyenlory-carrying cosls.



In ordeı to analyse the first aspect, we initialJy have to differentiate befween extemally procured arıd self-
provided goods (see Figuıe l). Externally pıovided goods can be valuated either at acquisition or replaı:ement
costs. When valuating at acquisition costs we have to take into account that the inventory of a Cerlail] good
normally consists of subsets which have been procured at different acquisition prices. To solve this prıblem,
different inventory valuation procedures have been developed Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., Hatal
Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. (see Figure 2). Self-provided goods are usually valuated at pfoductio]r costs
which caı be assumed to flucfuate much less than the acquisition prices of externally procured goods b:cause
a great deal ofproduction costs aIe cost eIements which aıe rather constant over time (e.g. wages, depreı;iation
etc). Therefore, the following statements focus on extemally procured goods.

valuat]on rates of stocks

VaIUation at acquisilion costs
Valuation at replacernent

costs

Fluctuating acquisition costs
over time

l

Fluctuating productjon costs
over time

J
Differcnt inVentory Vajuation pıocedutes

self-provided qoods

FIGURE 1

valuation rates of stocks

Average cost methods

period-oriented methods

permanent methods lVoving average cosl method

FIGURE,2
lnventory valuation procedures

The inventory valuation procedures shown in Figure 2 determine the stock value at a certaifl point af ıirue,
but for calculating a period's inventory-carrying costs we need the cııerage slock valııe ııilhin a space of ıime,
namely the considered period. Averaging opening and closing stock value can again be done in different ıvays
Hata! Başvuru kaynağı buIunamadı.:

. % . (opening stock va]ue * closing stock value), wheıe opening aıd closing stock value caıı be
computed by each inventory vaiuation procedure shown in Figure 2

oSV + CSv with n : number of sub-periods
OSV = opening stock value
CSV = closing stock value

Instead of averaging opening and ciosing stock yalue of a (total or sub-) period, we aitematively carü

determine quantity and value strucfure sepalately by valuating the quantitatively averaged opening and cloı;ing
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LjFo method
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Exiemally procured goods

Valuation at prodUclion costs

cost flow assumptions

Weighted average cost method



stock at ajoint valuation ıate for opening aıd closing stock.

Figure 3 summarises the formulas for calculating the aveıage stock value within a certain period as they
result from all these calculation variants. Obviously, the formulas based on sub-periods (3,4a-e and 6) lead to
more precise results üan üe formulas based upon the total period (l, 2a-e and 5). And it is also evident üat
the accuracy level increases with üe number of sub-periods (n), into which the total period is subdivided. But
even when we choose a very large n, the degrees of freedom resulting from the existence of different
inventory valuation procedures persist. Iı the following, their possible extent in practice will be examined by
means of a simulatiön study. The study is limited to üe valuation at acquisition costs, while üe Valuation at

replacement costs is neglected as the differences to the acquisition cost-based valuation directly result from
ıhe developmenı of ıhe acquisiıion prices.

Formula based on n sub-peİiods

valuaıion at
acquisition
costs

seperate
determınation
oİ quantity and
valuĞ stıucture

1)
oS+CS

] weighted AP of the
lotalperiod2

1 -aros + CS \3) ])l ,l. weighted AP of
each sub-period

lntegrated
detemination
of quantity and
vaIue structule

2)
oSV + CsV

2
4) 1r +rosv -csv 

)n =ı\ z )

Determination ofosv and csv via
a) weighted average cosl method
b) moving average cost method
c) FlFo-method
d) period orjented LlFo-method
e) permanent LlFo-method
each for the respective sub-period

u) oS'9ğ*, 6) 1 iros +cS l,n.?t 2 )
RP

os = opening stock
cs = closing stock
AP = average (acquisition) price

osv = openinq stock value
csv = closing stock vaıue
RP = replacement price

Valuation at İeplacement costs

Legend

FIGLıRE 3

Formulas for the average stock value of a period

THE SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model which shall help to answer the research question expressed above was coded in
Delphi 7 and consists of two parts. In the first palt, we consider the raw materials warehouse of a single
enterprise, and in the second paıt, we will examine a whole supply chain.

The enterprise-related part ofthe simulation model acts on the following assumptions:

We consider a (total) period of one yeaı with 365 days. The shortest sub-period is one day.
There is (at most) one inward and one outward stock movement per day, where the inwaıd stock

movement precedes the outward one. As the aim of the study is not to examine shortfalls, this
simplifying assumption seems to be arguable.

A day's opening stock represents the stock level before the inward stock movement, the closing stock is
determined after the outward stock movement. The replenishment decision is taken on the basis ofthe
closing stock, i.e. after all stock movements of üe day (see Figure 4).

Demand per day (which determines the outwaıd stock movements) is modelled as a normally distributed
random variable wiü average pp and standard deviation oD, where negative values are replaced by 0
So that the probabili§ of no demand at one day is slightly increased. Although assuming a normally
distributed demand is not completely conform with reality Hata! Başvuru kaynağı buIunamadı.,
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this assumption neverthe|ess seems to bc acceptable according to prevaiIing literature opinion Hata!
Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., as the studies of Silver et al. conceming the probability of shortfalls
have shown that different probabiliry distributions lead to only slightly different lesults Hata!
Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı..

Shortfalls are back-ordered as soon as possible.
oıder quantities, i.e. the inward stock movements are calculated from the outwald stock movements under

consideration of the opening Stock according to the rules of the three most important replenishment
systems, nan]ely (t, S)-, G, S)- aıd (s, q)-System. The other three replenishment systems ((t, q), (t, S, q)

and (, s, S)) are of minor interest in practice and therefore neglected here because of their inc:eased

shoıtfall probability oı their need of an increased safety stock in order to guarantee a fixed service
level, respectively Hata! Başvuru kaynağı buIunamadı..

The replenishment time is assumed to be welI-known and fixed. The minimum replenishment time is one

day. A replenishment time of one day means that supply arrives the next day.

opening stock, order quaııtities and other parameters of the applied replenishment system a.e calculated

flom the avelage outward stock movement pD, its standald deviation 6D, the ofder cycle t, the

replenishment time tR and a fixed cı-service level (see Figure 5) Hata! Başvuru kaynağı
bulunamadı., Hata! Başvuru kaynağı buIunamadı., Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., -[Iata!

Başvuru kaynağı buIunamadı,, Hata! Başyuru kaynağı buIunamadı.. Some remarks ale nec()ssaIy

conceming the formulas: (l) The opening stock ofthe total period has to cover demand until th: first
receipt. When we presume that the first order is placed in period t, the first supply arrives in ;,eriod
t + tR. As the inward stock movement always preceeds the outwaİd one, the opening stock has to be

enough for (t + tR - l) days. (2) In the context of (s, q)- and (s, S)-system, the order cycle t has to be

interpfeted as arı aspired average order cycle, i.e. the stock level after replenishment shall cover
denıand oft days on average. (3) ]n the context of (t, q)-, G, d- and (t, s, q)-system, the ordel qu rntity
q is not calculated as customaly based on a lot-sizing model, but results (amongst others) froın the

(average) order cycle t. The advantage of this simplification is that the impact of paıameters such as

ordering and storage costs on the older quantity can be eliminated easily. This is desirable as their
inclusion into the model oııly would complicate the aıalysis.

The acquisition pıices are assumed to be normally distributed between a certain minimum and maximum

price. The average price is pp, the standard deviation is op,

oPening stock closing sto.k

stad of End of

FIGURE.1
Sequence of stock movements and decisions in the simulation model

Replenishment
system

parameters

OS: ü-,, . (t + tn- l) + x,,, ,,ft + t" ı , oo

S : po . t + x.1 . ,I * ,- - ' 
."o

(s, q)

OS = p». (t+ tn- 1) +x,, .,Ç' oo

5=pp.tp+x".,,[
q=pp.t+X". uÇ

'6A

'6D
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(t, S)



(s, S)

OS: pD. (t + tR l)+x". rÇ.op
'6D
'6D

s:pD.tR+xc.. F
S-pp.t+x".,,f

Legend

OS : opening stock ofthe total period
S : target stock
s = reorder level
q : order quantity
t : (average) order cycle
tR = replenishment time, tR : const., tR < t
pD : average demand per day
6D: Standard deviation ofdemand
xo - cı-fractile of the normal distribution

FIGIEE 5

Formulas for üe parameters of üe replenishment systems

The supply chain-related part of the simulation study is based on the beer distribution game as developed by
the Massachusetts Instifute of Technolory (MIT) Hata! Başvuru kaynağr bulunamadı.. We consider a
supply chain consisting of four tiers: raw materials supplier, manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer. In order to
ensure that results are comparable to the first paıt of the simulation study, the following modifications and
specifications ofthe game have been made:

The game ruıs for 365 periods, where one period replesents one day.
End customer demand per day is normally distributed with average pp and standard deviation 6D, where

negative values again are replaced by 0.

An order is placed when the forecasted demand for üe next day (including back orders) exceeds the
available stock at that day (: current inventory + receipt). The order quantity equates to the forecasted
demand.

Prices are again normally distributed with pp aıd <ıp and cut at a certain minimum or maximum value,
IespectiVely.

In the following section we will present the ıesults of the four most important simulation experiments, where
the first tfuee expeıiments are ıelated to a single enterprise and the last one refers to a supply chain. Each
experiment consists of 5,000 simu]ation runs. For each simulation run üe average values of inventory are
calculated via formulas 3 and 4a-e from Figure 3. (The other formulas from Figure 3 are not included in üe
simulation study for the reasons already presented). After that, the difference between the ma-rimum and the
minimum ofthese values is computed and divided by the minimum. The resulting percentage, in the following
called "percental range ofthe average stock value" or shortly "percental range", is averaged over all 5,000
simulation runs. Additionally, maximum, minimum arıd standard deviation of the percental ranges are
computed arıd shown in the tables. As the percental range is a percentage, average, maximum and minimum
aıe percentages, too. The dimension ofthe staıdard deviation is percentage points.

RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION STUDY

When acquisition prices ale constant, all inventory valuation procedures and therefore also formulas 3 uıd 4a-
e from Figure 3 lead to the same result. Significaıt differences between the different calculation variants for
the average stock value are only possible when the flucfuation of the acquisition prices is more oı less strong.
In üe following, we üerefore will assume a rather high price fluctuation of 25Vo of rhe average price, i.e. üe
coefficient of variation vo = opl|ıp is 0.25. The minimum price is 50% ofthe average price, the maximum one
l50%. These parameters comply with the price fluctuation of some important quoted ıaw materials (fuel oil,
lead, nickel and wheat) in the year 2007 (see www.harıdelsblatt.com./rohstoffe). Furthermore, we can assume
that the different calculation vaıiants for the average capital tied up in Storage will especially üen lead to
strongly differing results when also üe stock level is subject to more or less stıong oscillations. This
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oscillation will accelerate with increasing inegulariŞ of demand and outward stock movements. In the
entelprise-related simulation expeıiments (first part of the sin,ıulation study, experiments 1-3) we thı:refore
wilI assume deınand to oscillate by 30olo around the average demand pn, i.e. v6 = o9/pp = 0.3. This is a ıypical
value for stock material Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.. The
cı-service level during the replenishment peıiods wiIl be 98%, i.e. x.=2.

By contrast, in the supply chain-related part of the simulation sfudy (second part, experiment 4), u,e will
presume an only slightly floating end customer demaıd in üe amount of 5Yo of average demand (vp = o3lpş :
0.05) and observe the impact ofthe bullwhip effect on the percental range ofthe average stock value. Aı; price
oscillation cornmonly decıeases downstrean,ı, we have to a]low for this fact by underlying di;Terent
coefficients of vaıiation for the price on each tier of the supply chain (see Table 1). The applied forecasting
method is exponential smoothing with c( = 0.3 throughout the whole supply chain.

TABLE l
Price fIucfuation depending on the supply chain tier

Tier
Maximum range of

pP

Retai]er
wholesaler
Manufacturer
Raw materials
supplier

0.1pp < pp < 1.1pı
0.2pı<pı<1.2pı
0.3ppSpp<1.3pı

0.5peSpıS1.5pı

0.05

0.10
0.20

0.25

simuIation experiment 1

We start the analysis with an (average) order cycle t of five days and a replenishment time tp of
two days and explore the percental range of the average stock value against the diffi:rent
replenishment systems. As Table 2 shows, the resulting percental ranges of the average stock value
and therefore 1he margins conceming the average capital tied up in storage are negligible, even with
additional consideration of the statistical spread expressed by the standard deviation. This resulı. can
be explained by the fact üat, due to the relatively short periods between two receipts, lower and
upper stock level are always rather close to each other and the stock level run is very steady, ı:ven
when demand and the outward stock movements are subject to relatively strong oscillations.

TABLE 2
Results of simulation experiment 1

Parameters: vı : 0.3; vp:0.25;0.5pp < pp S 1.5pı; x": 2; n: 365; t: 5;

tn:2
Percental range

)
Reorder system
J
(t, S)
(s, S)
(s, q)

Simulation experiment 2

When we gradually increase the time between two receipts, the differences between loweI and upper stcck
355
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Average
L%]

Maximum
|%]

Minimum
l%l

Standard
dev.

[%-points]
]

0.63
0.52
0.52

2.63
2.10
2.25

0.0l
0.01
0.01

0.37
0.30
0.32

]



TABLE 3

Results of simulation experiment 2

Parameters: vo : 0.3; vp:0.25;0.5pn < pn < 1.5pp; ).* - 2; n = 365; (s, S)-
system
Percental range

-)
t+tnJ

Average
%]

Maximum
l%]

Minimum
l%]

Standard
dev.

[%-points]
15 + 1

30+2
60+3
90+4
120+5

3.07
5.10
l0.02
20.5l
25.38

0.01
0.0l
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.40
0.69
1.80
2.81

Simulation expe rime nt 3

In practice, the order quantity is not only a function of the paıameters of the applied replenishment
system, but it is also influenced by the actual acquisition price, especially when the latteı is subject to a strong
fluctuation as assumed here. When the price is low aıd rising prices are expected, üe purchaser will order a

higher quaıtity than usual and exercise speculative stock-keeping. In order to model this modified
replenishment system, we take the (s, q)-system as a basis and augrnent üe ordeİ quantity q depending on the

achievable price advantage by the factor pP/p(to) to q*, where p(to) represents üe acquisition price which is
valid at the moment when the order is placed (to): q* = ııı/p(to) . q. For example, if the actual acquisition
price p(t6) is 50% of the average price pp, we would double the regular order quaıtity according to this
formula. Since according to oul assrrmptions a pıice of 0.5pp is the lowest possible acquisition price, the
regular order quarıtity at most can be doubled, i.e. q**:2q. Table 4 shows the results ofthis third simulation
experiment, which are comparable to the second one. As the modified (s, q)-system applied here caı only
make an impact when orders are placed frequently, (average) order cycles and replenishment times are shorter
than in the previous simulation experiment.

TABLE 4
Results of simulation experiment 3

Parameters: vn:0.3; vp: 0.25; 0.5pp < pn < 1.5pr; *. - 2; n = 365; (s,
q*)-system

with q*.* : 2q
Percental range

-)
t+tnJ

Average
|%]

Maximum
%]

Minimum
l%]

Standard
dev.

[%-points]
5 +2
|0+2
|5 +2

3.99
4.30
+.-rZ

8.92
11.27
13.2|

|.25
1.15
2.09

Simulation experiment 4

The situation changes completely when we observe a whole supply chain which is subject to the bullwhip
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level are growing larger, too, aııd the stock level run becomes more volatile. Therefore we can presume that
the percental ıanges of the average stock value will reach higher dimensions with increasing (average) order
cycles and ıeplenishment times. This question is explored in the second simulation experiment for the
frequently used (s, S)-system. Although the results shown in Table 3 confirm our pıesumption, they are still of
minor significaıce.

0.53
0.83
2.0|
2.78
3.z5

0.04
0.03
0.02



effect. As Table 5 shows, the pelcental ranges of the average stock Value continuously increase frıım the
retailer over üe wholesaler and the manufacturel to the raw matelials supplier where it reaches remarkable
dimensions. This escalation is, on the one hand, due to upstream increasing price oscillation and, on thı: otlrer
hand, to the bullwhip effect.

TABLE 5

Results of simulation expeliment 4

Parameters: vn:0.05 (end customer); n - 365; tr. = 0.3
Percenta1 range

-)
Tier J

Average
l%]

Maximum
%]

Minimum
%]

Standard
dev.

[%-points]
Retailer
wholesalcr
Manufacturer
Raw mat.
supplier

0.03
0.01
0.01

0.79
1.88
3.58

,1.5 8

13.26
25.88

l1.23 82.9l 0.0l 9.7l

CONCLUSION

Compared to the valuation margins which result from diffelent rates of interest, the consequences rıf the
different ways of calculating the avcrage capital tied up in stoıage for üe determination of inventory-carrying
costs are of minor significance. But rrnder certain circuııstances (strong fluctuation of acquisition ı:osts,

uneven stock level run) the diffeIent formulas for calculating the average value of inventory can lead to quite
different results and üerefore are also responsible for degrees of freedom in determining inventory-carry ing
costs. In situations where pıice flucfuations with a staıdard deviation amounting to 25'J/o of İhe average price
converge with the bullwhip effect, which especially applies to raw materials suppliers, the percental rarıge of
the average stock value can reach - according to the properties of the normal distribution - w to 20'Yo (=

aveIage + standard deviation of the percental ranges) with a probabiliff of 34o/o. In order to avoid arbitrary
results in such cases, it is crucial to choose that inventory valuation procedure which best reflects the effective
sequence of consumption.

NEED FOR FIJRTHER RESEARCH

In this paper, it was only shown /ra1 dilferent ways of calculating the average value of inventory under
certain circumstances can lead to very different results and theıefore can be responsible for degrees of
lreedom in determining inventory-caf rying costs. However, the influencing factors on the different re;ults
were not analysed. Here further research is still needed.
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